Uk light wiring diagrams

A simple lighting circuit is where the light switch is installed between the supply and the light
fitting. A common place to find in-line switches can be in an attic, in a garage or a shed. Line
diagram of a one way lighting circuit using in line method fig 1. The cable going to the light
switch is connected as follows fig 2. The red wire from the feed cable is connected to the top
terminal, the red wire going to the light is connected to the bottom terminal, the black wires
from both cables are connected together in a plastic terminal block and the earth wires are
connected to the earth terminal. If you are using a plastic switch the earth wires will need to be
connected to the terminal in the terminal box as shown above because there are no earth
terminals on plastic switches. A two way light switch can also be used in in place of a one way
light switch, in this instance the red wire from the feed cable is connected to the common C
terminal and the red wire going to the light is connected to the L1 terminal. The L2 terminal is
unused. If you are using metal light switches fig 3 make sure you connect the earth wire to the
earth terminal on the switch and fit an earth link wire from the switch to the earth terminal in the
back box. When using a ceiling rose on a circuit that utilises the in line switching method, again
the wiring is quite easy, the difficult part is working at height and above your head. The cable
going to the ceiling rose is connected as follows fig 4. The red wire is connected to the same
terminal block that contains the brown wire going to the lampholder, the black wire is
connected to the same terminal block that contains the blue wire going to the lampholder and
the earth wire is connected to the earth terminal. One way lighting circuit using in-line switching
Line diagram of a one way lighting circuit using in line method fig 1. A metal light switch must
be earthed as seen below. The consumer unit or commonly known as fuse box is the heart of a
home wiring installation. It is usually mounted near the energy meter. A modern consumer unit
as pictured above houses modular electrical devices called circuit breakers. The main switch
functions like a master switch that is able to isolate the incoming electrical power supply to the
house. After the main switch the incoming power supply is split to several circuits such as
power, light and appliance. When the circuit draws current above the MCB rated current, the
MCB trips and turns off the power to protect the devices on that circuit. In modern homes,
consumer units are also equipped with a residual current device RCD. RCD is a sensitive safety
device that switches off electricity when it detects a fault. Circuits that powers outdoor devices
must be installed with RCD protection. Every circuit breaker is then labelled carefully so that the
circuits can be identified and isolated when work needs to be done on them. Cables that are
used in home wiring are separated into three copper wires, live, neutral and earth. Electrical
current flows to electrical devices along the live wire and flows back along the neutral wire. The
earth wire which is located between the live and neutral wire provides a safe escape route for
leakage current from a circuit as a result of electrical fault or poor connection. With the
progression of wiring standards over the years, there are several electrical wiring colour coding
used in homes around UK. The colour coding for current wiring standard is highlighted above. It
is important that the wiring is done in accordance with BS Wiring Regulations. To ensure safety,
it is important to make sure the wiring is in good condition. The average lifespan for wiring is
around years and the condition deteriorates over time. Some properties in UK are currently still
using wiring with old colour coding. This is a sign that the wiring is quite old and it needs to be
tested or updated. Radial circuit is a single cable run from a consumer unit circuit breaker to a
number of electrical devices and terminates at the last device. The current rating of a radial
circuit limits the area the circuit can supply. For example, a 20A radial circuit can supply up to
50 square metres and 32A radial circuit can supply up to square metres. Ring main circuit starts
from the consumer unit, connects to a number of electrical devices typically sockets and then
returns to the consumer unit. Electrical current can flow from either end of the ring. This
increases the current carrying capacity without increasing the wiring size. The ring main is
typically 32A in rating which allows it to power an area of square metres. Spur is a short branch
of cable from existing ring main circuit. The branch can stem from an existing electrical device
or from a junction box as pictured above. Every unfused spur can only supply one socket or
connection unit. The total number of spurs cannot exceed the number of devices on a ring main
circuit. High current hard wired appliance such as cooker, hot water unit and electric shower
require dedicated circuits from the consumer unit. These circuits have higher gauge wiring and
protected by high rating circuit breakers. Cookers are typically controlled by a cooker control
unit and other hard wired appliances controlled by connection units. The switches for the
connection unit are typically double pole, meaning it switches both live and neutral at the same
time. Earthing and bonding must be implemented in accordance with BS to ensure the safety of
the wiring installation. Both earthing and bonding uses the yellow and green wire colour coding.
Earthing is required in every home wiring installation to protect you against electrical shocks.
Electrical current always uses the shortest path to flow from the electrical fault to the ground. If
the human body comes in contact, it can become the shortest path to ground and lead to

potentially fatal incident. If a fault happens on a properly earthed circuit, the electric current will
flow through earth wire to ground and this will trigger the circuit breaker in consumer unit to cut
off the power supply instantaneously. Bonding is a connection of all metal components to the
earth circuit. Taking the image above as an example, if you were to touch the faulty cooker and
then touch a metal tap in your kitchen, you would be the earth path and could receive a
potentially life threatening electric shock. The lack of bonding could create a chain effect that
makes all metal parts, including metal water pipes, in a home to carry live electrical current.
This is an overview of a typical UK home wiring. All circuits begin from the consumer unit.
There are 3 main kinds of circuits: Ring main Radial circuit Hard wired appliance circuit.
Product must be installed by a competent person e. Switch off main power at the consumer
unit. Remove the circuit fuse to isolate the circuit you are working on and keep the fuse in a
secure location to avoid accidental replacement. Turn off the circuit breaker of the circuit you
are working on and lock it if possible. Place a note in a visible location to advise that you are
working on the circuit. Make sure the circuit is not live by checking it with a socket tester or
voltage tester. Consumer Unit. Radial Circuit. Ring Main. Appliance Circuit. Electrical Wiring
Devices. Home Wiring Guide. Home Network Guide. Terminate Your Cables. Indoor Antenna
Guide. Outdoor Antenna Guide. Light Selection Guide. Lighting Inspiration. This project is
sponsored by Quickwire. See how to correctly wire a light switch for a ceiling light with these
simple diagrams. If your light switch not working use this project to find out how to fit lights and
switches and wire a ceiling rose. You don't need to be left in the dark! Don't want to do this job
yourself? Let us help you find a tradesman local to you. Warning: To complete electrical works
you must comply with Electrical Regulations â€” Click here for more information. Please also
see our project on the New Wiring and Cable Colours. Please remember when attempting any
electrical installations at home that you are obliged to get the completed job tested by a fully
qualified electrician and obtain a minor works certificate. Failure to do this may render your
house insurance invalid and you may have difficulty selling your home. Click on books to buy
and any of the images in the Top Tool Store to buy all your electrical hardware. For regulations
governing heights of sockets etc, please see our socket height DIY project. The most common
mistake made when changing a ceiling light, is connecting black to black and red to red. This is
not always the case: The cable that comes from the switch to the light has a black and a red
wire, both of these are live wires. The black wire should have a piece of red sleeve or tape
around it to indicate this. Before disconnecting an existing light make careful note of how the
existing connections are made. Please make sure you have read our rules page. The switch
simply interrupts the live feed to the light and enables you to turn the light on and off by
disconnecting the live flow. New ceiling light can be added by introducing a new cable into one
of the existing ceiling lights, sharing a live and neutral and earth connection with those wires
already in the rose. The other ends of the cables are then connected into a new ceiling rose,
live, neutral and earth. The switch wires are added as shown in the ceiling rose diagram above
and connected to the switch also as shown. The light fitting is then connected also as shown.
All connections must be made before the final connection to the live circuit, which must be
turned off while connection is made. An alternative to this type of connection, is to make it
through a junction box. This is outlined on our Wall light project and the connections are the
same for a ceiling light, as are the rules for connection. To check for cables use the cable
detector below. To check your sockets are ok, use the socket checker. All project content
written and produced by Mike Edwards , founder of DIY Doctor and industry expert in building
technology. Apologies, but we don't seem to have a video for this project yet, but we will do our
best to get one up soon. Find a tradesman now! Twitter Facebook Pin It Buffer. Project Menu
Project Menu. Switch in electrical circuit The switch simply interrupts the live feed to the light
and enables you to turn the light on and off by disconnecting the live flow. Ceiling Rose wiring
The switch connections in the ceiling rose are as shown. Ceiling Rose switch connection New
ceiling light can be added by introducing a new cable into one of the existing ceiling lights,
sharing a live and neutral and earth connection with those wires already in the rose. Electric
wiring domestic book available on Amazon Wiring and Lighting book available on Amazon All
project content written and produced by Mike Edwards , founder of DIY Doctor and industry
expert in building technology. Back to the Top. Find a Reliable Local Tradesman. Don't fancy
doing this project yourself? We work with the industries best to ensure that we recommend only
reliable and trustworthy tradesmen. Let DIY Doctor help you find a tradesman. More Help. Give
us Some Feedback! Was this page useful:. First Name: required. Email Address: required. We
read and respond to all feedback by email. To allow us to do so you will be added to our email
list, however you can unsubscribe at any time using the links at the bottom of any of our emails.
Find out more in our privacy policy. Any DIY questions should be posted to our Forum. Footer
DIY Doctor. Follow us on Twitter. Follow us on YouTube. Follow us on Pinterest. Follow us on

Tumblr. We have and extensive collection of common lighting arrangements with detailed
lighting circuit diagrams, light wiring diagrams and a breakdown of all the components used in
lighting circuits. All the light wiring diagrams are available in the old and the new cable colours
to avoid confusion. Once you have read the safety tips, a good place to start is by getting up to
speed on the basic radial lighting circuit. Sometimes called a loop-in circuit, this shows how
power is distributed around the lighting circuit via the ceiling roses or junction boxes and how
to wire a light switch into the circuit. Once you have mastered the basics we take a look at the
two way switch arrangement. This is where you can control the same light via two switches.
From here it is easy to modify the 2 way switch diagram to add an intermediate switch which
allows you to control a light from 3 switches or 4 or 5. If you are based in the U. Pages 2 way
switch 3 wire system, new harmonised cable colours 2 way switching 3 wire system, old cable
colours 2 way switching two wire control 3 way light switch using a two wire control 3 way light
switching new cable colours 3 way light switching old cable colours Before you start â€” Safety
first Light wiring diagram Multi-point radial lighting circuit new cable colours Multi-point radial
lighting circuit old cable colours Old multi-point radial lighting diagram using junction boxes
Privacy policy. Light wiring diagram. Tags 1 way 2 gang 2 way 2 way switch 3 gang 3 way
lighting circuit 3 way switch electrical switches electrical wiring how to wire a light how to wire
a two way switch Intermediate light switch intermediate light switch wiring intermediate switch
wiring lighting circuit lighting wiring diagram light switch Light wiring diagram radial circuit two
way switch. Privacy policy. Ceiling rose wiring diagrams are useful to help understand how
modern lighting circuits are wired. All electrical pages are for information only! These are only
schematic diagrams to explain about the different kinds of arrangements that you may find
when changing a light fitting. The earth wires have been omitted for clarity and would need to
be connected at all switches and ceiling roses. The wires would also be covered by the
protective outer sheath cable. This is a diagram of a ceiling rose using the old colours where
Live is red and Neutral is black. Hopefully this will make it clearer as to what the wires at the
ceiling rose are for. You can see that there is a Live and a neutral that has come from either the
consumer unit or from another light fitting. Then a live and neutral that goes to the next light
fitting, which will probably be in the next room. Then a wire goes from the live terminal and to
the switch, A wire then goes from the switch to the switched live terminal on the ceiling rose.
The switched live wire may be completely red, have a piece of red sleeving over it or may be
wrapped with red tape, or non of the above. If it is not identified then it should be wrapped with
red insulation tape. The Lamp is wired so that the neutral black wire is connected to the neutral
terminal and the live red wire is connected to the switched live terminal. To complicate matters
further someone may have decided to add another light, perhaps wall lights somewhere and has
taken a feed from your ceiling rose. You may find that there are only a few wires in your ceiling
rose. If this is the case then it is either the last light on a loop in circuit or the connections could
of been made in a junction box and then a single cable has been run to the ceiling rose or the
lights could of been wired with the neutral wire in the switch instead of being in the ceiling rose.
This is an alternative way of wiring a lighting circuit. Instead of taking the feed wire from the
consumer unit to the ceiling rose it is taken to the switch. The permanent live wire is wired into
the switch and the switched live into the switched live terminal. The neutrals are connected
together using a terminal connector. You can also see that another live and neutral wire go to
the next light switch. Light wiring diagrams. Building regulations are changing all the time and
modifying your home electrics could be against new rules and could invalidate your home
insurance, if in doubt check first! The earth wires have been omitted for clarity, but must be
connected! Before working on any electrical circuit you must ensure that it is isolated correctly
and cannot accidentally be switched back on. If you are adding wiring for a three way light
switch then use the 3 wire control system. I have detailed, quite extensively, why a two wire
control system can be problematic in the article 2 way switch with 2 wire control. All the issues
raised there apply here too, especially if used in stairways and the switches are on different
floors. If you are doing a new install or replacing a two way switch system go for the three wire
control method. Fig 1: two way light switching schematic using a two wire control. This is fine
when executed correctly but here is what you need to look out for: where this is used in a
stairwell where you have a switch upstair and a switch downstairs there is the danger that the
neutral and the live come from different lighting circuits. See Fi2 2. The first reason this is BAD
is on safety grounds; say we are working on the light upstairs, so we turn off the upstairs
lighting circuit thinking we are safe.. But read on.. You see this method offered on many DIY
sites but the safety issues are rarely explained adequately. The good thing about twin and earth
cables is that the live and return are always in close proximity in the same cable so there is a
cancelling effect. Now consider Fig 2 again, the live feed leaves the consumer unit fuse board
and runs round the house to the downstairs switch, it then runs upstairs to the second switch,

up through the light. The path to neutral may well run around the upstairs lighting circuit before
making its way back downstairs to the consumer unit. BINGO, we have just turned our home
into a massive induction loop perfectly designed to interfere with all sorts of things:. This
allows a single light to be turned on or off from any of the switches. This page shows it wired in
the old cable colours if your house has the new colours you want to go here:. This is very
similar to the two way switching circuit but with and additional intermediate switch introduced
into the three wire control cable that links the two end switches. The circuit consists of a two
way switch at each end top and bottom switches in Fig 2 and an intermediate switch in the
middle. All three switches are connected together by a three core and earth control cable.
Notice that the wire connected to the COM terminals is looped straight through the intermediate
switch using a cable connector. Fig 2: Three way light switching circuit diagram old cable
colours. All earth wires should connect to the earth terminal in the switch back-boxes and if you
are using metal switches there MUST be a loop from this earth terminal to the one on the switch
plate see note A on Fig 2. This circuit can be extended to four, five way switching by adding
additional intermediate switches wired as shown in fig 2 anywhere along the control cable. This
page shows it wired in the new cable colours if your house has the old colours you want to go
here:. Three way switching old cable colours. This is very similar to the two way switching
circuit but with and additional intermediate switch introduced into the three wire control cable
that links the two end light switches. Fig 1: Three way switching schematic wiring diagram. Fig
2: Three way light switching wiring diagram. They are wired so that operation of either switch
will control the light. This arrangement is often found in stairways, with one switch upstairs and
one switch downstairs or in long hallways with a switch at either end. Here we have a two way
switching system that utilises two single gang two-way switches and a three wire control,
shown in the old cable colours. It is possible to achieve a similar result using a two wire control
which, although it saves on cable, is not recommended. This is the preferred approach. Here we
a have a schematic Fig 1 which makes it easy to visualise how this circuit works. In this state
the lamp is off, changing the position of either switch will switch the live to the lamp turning it
on. If you now change the position of the other switch the circuit is broken once again. Fig 1:
Two way switching schematic wiring diagram 3 wire control. The schematic is nice and simple
to visualise the principal of how this works but is little help when it coms to actually wiring this
up in real life!! Fig 2 below shows how we achieve this configuration. Just like any loop-in
loop-out radial circuit , the switch cable from the ceiling rose contains two wires, a permanent
live and a switched live. This is cable C below, one wire connects to L1 and the other to L2 on
the top switch. All earth wires should connect to the earth terminal in the switch back-box and if
you are using metal switches there MUST be a loop from this earth terminal to the one on the
switch plate see note A on Fig 2. Fig 2: Two way switching using a 3 wire control shown in the
old cable colours. There is a chance that if your house has these old wiring colours the switch
drops may be from a loop-in-loop-out radial lighting circuit done with junction boxes rather than
ceiling roses as shown in Fig 2. The switch wiring is all the same but the switch wire cable C
leads up to a different set up. Fig 3: 3 way switching wired to a loop-in-loop-out radial lighting
circuit done with junction boxes. Here we have a two way switching system that utilises two
single gang two-way switches and a three wire control, shown in the new harmonised cable
colours. The schematic is nice and simple to visualise the principal of how a two way switch
works but is little help when it coms to actually wiring this up in real life!! Fig 2: Two way light
switching 3 wire system, new harmonised cable colours. You may find this wiring arrangement
in older properties. If your lighting circuit has all the cables terminate in ceiling roses rather
than junction boxes, please refer to one of the following instead:. Multi-point radial lighting
circuit with new cable colours harmonised or. Multi-point radial lighting circuit old cable
colours. Fig 1: Multi-point radial lighting circuit using junction boxes. The live feed from the
Consumer unit fuse board, shown in blue in Fig 1 feeds into the first junction box junction box
A, Fig 1. This repeats for each light in the circuit until we reach the last light. Fig 2: Junction box
wiring for looped radial lighting circuit. Notice that each of the three junction boxes in Fig 1 has,
in addition to the power feeds, an additional cable that feeds down to the light switches the
switch wire. Cable D Fig 2 and Fig 3 is the feed to the light fitting. Fig 3: Junction box
termination for the end of a radial lighting circuit. If you are new to lighting circuits, this is a
good place to start. The diagrams below shows the old cable colours. Fig 1: multi point loop-in
radial lighting circuit. The live feed from the Consumer unit fuse board, shown in blue in Fig 1
feeds into the first ceiling rose ceiling rose A, Fig 1. This would be cable A in the diagram below
Fig 2 which shows how the ceiling rose is terminated. This live feed now loops back out of the
rose cable B, Fig 2 and feeds power to the next ceiling light in the radial circuit Ceiling rose B,
Fig 1. Once we reach the last light, you can see that there is only The feed from ceiling rose B
Fig 1 , This is Cable A in the diagram below Fig 3 , which show how the last ceiling rose in the

circuit is terminated. Notice that each of the three ceiling roses in Fig 1 has, in addition to the
power feeds, an additional cable that feeds down to the light switches the switch wire. Fig 3:
Radial circuit last ceiling rose in the circuit old colours. The diagrams below shows the new
harmonised cable colours. The light wiring diagram shows how the live feed from the Consumer
unit fuse board, shown in blue in Fig 1 feeds into the first ceiling rose ceiling rose A, Fig 1. Fig
2: Ceiling rose new harmonised cable colours. Fig 3: Radial circuit last ceiling rose in the circuit
new harmonised colours. Pages 2 way switch 3 wire system, new harmonised cable colours 2
way switching 3 wire system, old cable colours 2 way switching two wire control 3 way light
switch using a two wire control 3 way light switching new cable colours 3 way light switching
old cable colours Before you start â€” Safety first Light wiring diagram Multi-point radial
lighting circuit new cable colours Multi-point radial lighting circuit old cable colours Old
multi-point radial lighting diagram using junction boxes Privacy policy. Light wiring diagram.
Fig 2: Ceiling rose old cable colours. Tags 1 way 2 gang 2 way 2 way switch 3 gang 3 way
lighting circuit 3 way switch electrical switches electrical wiring how to wire a light how to wire
a two way switch Intermediate light switch intermediate light switch wiring intermediate switch
wiring lighting circuit lighting wiring diagram light switch Light wiring diagram radial circuit two
way switch. Privacy policy. See this page for the changes in cable colours. Please note that all
electrical wiring and installation details given on diydata. From 1st January , the Building
Regulations Part P requires, in England and Wales, that only certified persons can carryout
electrical installation work, or the work must be certified upon completion - see this page for
more details. In modern domestic properties in the UK, the main electric lighting circuits are
separate from the power ring main circuit. Each house should ideally have at least two lighting
circuits; each protected by a 5 amp fuse or 6 amp trip in the consumer unit. Shaver units may
also be connected to the lighting circuit treat it as equivalent to one watt lamp - where installed
in a bathroom or a room containing a shower, the shaver unit must incorporate an isolating
transformer. Unlike the ring power circuit, the lighting circuit does not form a loop returning to
the consumer unit. The consumer unit is normally connected to the first lamp, which in turn is
connected to the second lamp and so on. The cable used is a 1sq mm PVC twin core and earth
rated for up to 12 amps. It consists of a red insulated core for live, black insulated core for
neutral with a bare earth conductor between them. The three conductors are laid side by side
within a PVC sheath. When connecting the cable, the exposed earth connector must be covered
with a sleeve coloured yellow and green to denote that it's an earth. The lighting cable is routed
from the consumer unit to a series of lighting points for ceiling roses or wall light fittings. The
power to each lamp is connected via a wall or ceiling mounted switch. Some light units
incorporate their own switch, for these fittings, the power circuit is then connected directly to
the fitting. Most room lights are controlled by wall mounted toggle switches although
alternatively touch sensitive or rotary light dimmers can be fitted , The cable normally runs
down the wall within conduit within the plaster. A flush fitting wall box is sunk into the wall to
take the switch, or alternatively a surface mounted box
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is fitted. Multi-switch units enable more than one light to be controlled from one position. These
switches can also be used when new lights are being installed - they can easily be screwed
under a ceiling joist with minimal disturbance to the decorations. There is a tendency to feel
that pull switches are only suitable for bathrooms etc. When a new light is to be positioned over
a work surface or even an external light fitted, there is no reason why a pull switch should not
be mounted in any convenient position. Systems using the ceiling roses make all the
connections at the ceiling rose. While this removes the need for one junction box per lamp, it is
often more awkward for the average diy'er. The junction boxes are generally located between
the ceiling joists or under floorboards close to the switch. Junction box type connections are
required for fluorescent lights and other fittings that do not use a ceiling rose. Always isolate
any electrical circuit before working on the circuit.

